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Research question:

YPE will improve relationships between students and 

staff, and between students and students. 

Guiding questions:

At our school, do students’ differences negatively 

impact their relationships with others? If so, how do 

we change that?



First attempt



Our Proposal...

We would like to propose gaining an overall understanding of the headwear 

policy from students and staff through qualitative and quantitative data. 



First Action

For the first action to gather information, we wish to put up a sticker 

vote in the three lunches. Students could come and put a sticker (associated 

with grade) on the poster under the opinion they agree on. One or two 

students from YPE or YEET (Youth Education Evaluation Team) will explain 

what to do to people who come up to the poster. A draft of the poster is on 

the following slide.



No

Should students be allowed to wear non-religious headwear at 

Southwest?

Don’t Care Yes



Interviews

Along with this, we want to interview people who could give us 

useful information in the form of qualitative data

● Deans, 

● Teachers, 

● Administration, 

● Basically people who enforce the hat rule



Focus Groups for SW Students and Staff

More qualitative data, this time focused on students and staff 

probably done in a classroom, at advisory or after school. 

● What are students’ opinions on the hat policy? Opinions on its 

enforcement? 

● Why do students choose to wear hoodies/hats? 



Why it didn't work?



How did admin react?

After we presented the slides to a member of admin, we didn’t hear anything 

back from them for over a month until we sent them a follow up email asking 

them again for a response to our idea of investigating the hat/headwear 

policy. 



Second Attempt



What Did We do Next?

● We decided to keep pursuing the hat/headwear policy as a topic. 

● We created a survey that was sent out to the teachers, social workers 

and admins of Edison, Washburn and South (all schools without a current 

restriction on headwear) 

● We got only four responses



















The Hallway Investigation



What was the Hallway Investigation?

● Our team wanted to know why some students were in the hallways 

skipping class. 

● We decided to investigate by interviewing students in the hallways 

during class.

● We asked them four demographic questions and then asked why they 

were not in the halls. 





Pronouns?







Why?
● Failings within the school

○ Learning style did not work with them - 14

○ Class bored them - 13

○ Not enjoying the subject - 6

○ Disconnect with school and students - 5

● Mental Health 

○ Skipping can be therapeutic - 6

○ Class can be hard - 5

○ Mental Health Issues - 5



Quotes

● “I already missed the class, the robocall will come anyway, there is no 

point.” 

● “The needs to be more open about student mental health problems and 

understand why students can’t always do the work but are trying.” 

● “Skipping gives you more time to do work, it’s like an extension. It helps a 

lot, it’s very therapeutic for students, to destress.”

● I don’t like class, it makes me feel uncomfortable. I didn’t go to this class 

because I’m the only black kid.  



Quotes

● “Most students have only good grades or mental health”

● “(I feel) Dissociated, school is unhealthy, it’s bad to be locked up and 

teachers have no power.” 

● “I don’t like white people, they don’t like me, white people don’t believe 

in us, they always think we’re skipping, I can’t do my work quietly 

without people thinking I’m doing something bad. White people can 

work quietly without interruptions, black kids can’t have fun, white kids 

can, they can be loud in the halls, we can’t.” 



What to do now? 

● The long answers for our survey on the hat/headwear policy can help our 

schools administration with their decision making on the policy, even 

though it was a small sample size. Admin had stopped telling support 

staff to enforce the hat/headwear policy in reaction to our work, but the 

teachers were left uninformed about such developments. 



What do we do now?

● For the hallway investigation, a lot of students answered that the 

classroom environment wasn’t engaging, we recommend that this data is 

considered when making reforms to Southwest systems and structures. 

● We want to use our information in a professional development to better 

inform our teachers on why students are skipping class; and how to make 

students more engaged in the classroom. 



Conclusion

We could have worked harder and been more organized, but a large problem 

also arose with admin as they interfered with our progress.  We provided a 

final presentation to the PSWE team with a member of admin present and 

look forward to growing a stronger relationship to make positive change at 

Southwest.

However we did start the conversation with admin and students, and 

hopefully next year we can do more to YEET our school. 


